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UNDERSTANDING THE 
invisible dynamics of gender blind spots 

OFFERS WOMEN A 
SIGNIFICANT CAREER ADVANTAGE.



Introduction

This workbook is intended as a companion to the book Understanding Gender at 
Work (the Book). It was created to be used in a variety of ways: by individuals on 
their own; in coaching sessions with a coach; in study groups with a facilitator, and in  
seminars. You may read the sections in order or skip around. You may focus on one 
career skill or you may go directly to the last section on career planning. Regardless 
of how you use it, the goal is the same — to provide a framework and exercises that 
enhance and accelerate career advancement and success.

As you try out the exercises, take the various questionnaires, and reflect on your  
responses, you will begin to see more clearly the operation of gender dynamics in 
the work world and how you approach such dynamics. This personal awareness will 
allow you to consciously and strategically navigate these hidden personal dynamics 
more easily. Such awareness will also allow you to recognize and call attention to  
organizational practices, policies, and norms that foster gender inequality.

This workbook will help you expand your options and workplace tools through skill 
development. By expanding your range of responses and skills, you will be able to 
adopt the approach that is the most comfortable, effective and appropriate; one that 
makes your value visible at work and allows you to succeed and advance.

With this clarity of vision and newly developed career skills, you can effectively select 
a career strategy that works best for you. We wish you the very best of career success!

Delee Fromm and Rocca Morra Hodge



USE 
objectives as a compass  

FOR CHARTING YOUR 
CAREER PATH AND DEVELOPING  

ESSENTIAL CAREER SKILLS.
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Objectives

Overall Objective – To better understand hidden gender habits, beliefs and bias –
yours and others – so you can make informed and strategic choices in planning your 
career and developing career skills. 

Know Your Gender Approach

To know which approaches you prefer when communicating, leading, negotiating,  
presenting and promoting. Through this awareness you will discover how to navigate 
the work world using the most effective and appropriate gender styles and approaches. 

Expand Your Tool Box of Career Skills

To add to your current approaches as you develop and use career skills that may have 
been neglected due to gender roles and expectations. This expansion allows you to 
choose from a wider range of approaches and skills. 

Use Approaches Strategically

To be able to switch flexibly and fluidly between Masculine and Feminine approaches 
by knowing best practices and the most effective gender approach for the situation. 

Recognize and Expose Gender Bias

To be able to identify gender bias – implicit or explicit – in real time so you can deal 
with it appropriately. To bring it into the light so it is no longer hidden and can be 
effectively reduced through conscious effort.

Chart Your Career

To take control and plan your career path. To consciously select a career strategy for 
both the long and short term based on the workplace and your age, stage and career 
level.



WHY IS KNOWING ABOUT GENDER APPROACHES at work important to me?  
Be detailed.

What do I HOPE TO ACCOMPLISH by using this workbook?

Before reading the objectives above, the MOST IMPORTANT OBJECTIVE to me was: 

Did any of the objectives on the previous page STAND OUT TO ME? Why? 

How will I use this objective to CHART MY CAREER PATH and develop essential  
career skills? 

Write down any ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS OR IDEAS you may have regarding  
objectives.

Your Personal Objectives



MANY WOMEN DON’T SEE 
THEMSELVES AS LEADERS EVEN 
THOUGH feminine styles ARE THE 

MOST EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP 
STYLES.



Lead
Current research finds no significant differences in how men and women lead and 
no single best style. Rather, the best style depends on the situation. Although the 
stereotype of leadership continues to be Masculine, the most effective leadership 
styles are those associated with Feminine approaches. The questionnaire below will 
help you assess your particular leadership style.

Leadership Style Questionnaire

Please read each statement carefully. If the statement describes you – CIRCLE T. 
Only true answers are scored. As you respond, your frame of reference should 
be leadership at work. The purpose of this questionnaire is to create awareness of  
different leadership styles and your ability to use them flexibly. If you are uncertain as 
to your use, ask a trusted colleague.

STATEMENTS A

1.   I lead by motivating others to work towards a shared ideal.     T

2.   I am good at connecting individuals’ needs with organizational goals. T

3.   I often motivate others by listening and letting them figure out the answers. T

4.   I enjoy creating harmony in work teams to allow for greater connection. T

5.   I value people’s input and get commitment through participation and  
      discussion. 

T

6.   I set high standards for myself and like others to follow my lead. T

7.   I give clear instructions on what needs to be done, how to do it, and by when. T

8.   I value others’ independence and prefer to inspire others to achieve group goals. T

9.   I enjoy mentoring and developing juniors at work to improve their performance. T

10. I prefer to lead by building consensus. T

11. I highly value compliance and expect others to do what I tell them. T

12. I believe that to lead well and get results, you have to put people first. T

13. I like to lead by example. T



STATEMENTS A

14.  I like to use the group’s experience and skill to encourage creativity, consensus  
       and engagement.

T

15. I value a cohesive and connective environment where positive feedback is  
       common place.

T

16.  I like to set the pace for others to follow. T

17.  I like to tell others how to determine goals and how to achieve them. T

18.   I like to share a clear vision and allow others to work towards it in their own way. T

19. I lead others by listening and questioning, allowing them to discover the  
       answers.

T

20.  I like to lead by getting consensus through discussion and participation. T

21.  I like to achieve and expect those around me to follow my directions. T

22.  I like to ask what others need to motivate them and strengthen connections  
        with them. 

T

23.  I like to do things better and faster and often expect others to do the same. T

24.  I like to motivate others by showing how their work fits within the larger vision  
        of the organization.

T

To score the questionnaire and determine your preferred style or styles, circle the 
questions you answered true in the table below.  



LEADERSHIP STYLE Questions  
Answered True

Total 
Circled

Relationship Oriented 
Styles

Coaching 2   3   9   19

Democratic 5   10   14   20

Affiliative 4   12   15   22

Task Oriented Styles

Pacesetting 6   13   16   23

Commanding 7   11   17   21

Task & Relationship 
Oriented Style

Visionary 1   8   18   24

The six leadership styles are categorized in the table above according to whether they 
are primarily relationship oriented (Feminine), task oriented (Masculine) or both. 
A high score for a leadership style is 3 or 4. High scores for more than one style 
is common and indicates flexibility and versatility in their use. To be an effective 
leader, this is what you are aiming for.



Your Personal Observations/Insights
What did the QUESTIONNAIRE REVEAL about my leadership styles?  
Any new insights?

What is my PREDOMINATE STYLE? Describe it. 

How can I EXPAND THE LEADERSHIP STYLES I use? How might I start?

Do I have any BELIEFS OR HABITS THAT HINDER ME from leading or taking  
leadership positions? If so, which ones are they?

What strategies might I use to REDUCE THEM?

What is my COMMITMENT OR GOAL/PLAN to develop and use other styles?

Where can I PRACTISE THESE LEADERSHIP STYLES over the next week or two?

Who could provide FEEDBACK, SUPPORT OR COACHING? Mentor, colleague, 
sponsor? List them.



Case Studies: GBS and Inclusive Leadership
To be an inclusive leader requires recognizing assumptions, attitudes and beliefs 
that make people from unrepresented groups feel like “others” or outsiders. The  
following situation allows you to think about the gender blind spots involved as well 
as how, as an inclusive leader, you can best deal with it and hopefully predict and 
prevent bias in the future. 

Situation 1

Chris heads the Strategic Initiatives team at a national retailer consisting of seven  
Customer Insights Analysts: Jim, Frank, Jessica, Rachael, Tim, Paige and Li Jing.  At 
every meeting a familiar pattern occurs. Chris introduces a topic for discussion and 
everyone chimes in to discuss it except for Rachael and Li Jing. When they speak, they 
do so quietly and in an indirect way that is deferential. The rest of the group, except 
for Chris, tends to speak over them or interrupt them. At one meeting an idea that 
was first proposed by Li Jing was taken over by Frank, who then expanded upon it. At 
the end, Chris summarized the discussion and incorrectly attributed the idea to Frank. 
After the last meeting Chris spoke to Li Jing and Rachael privately in the hallway, and 
told them, “you both need to speak more confidently to get your ideas heard”.

WHAT?

CAN YOU SPOT the GBS? Name the types? If you are stuck or need assistance, see 
the sections Gender Habits and Rituals at pages 45 – 48 and Misreading Gender 
Habits at pages 48 - 50 of the chapter “Expose” in the Book or search these section 
headings in the eBook version. 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Did you assume Chris was male and that Li Jing was female? If so, why? 

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________



HOW?

WHICH techniques might work best here? If you are stuck or need assistance, see 
the section T&T: Stand Firm at pages 128 - 132 of the chapter “Communicate” in the 
Book or search these section headings in the eBook version.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

What might you do if you were Chris? Rachael or Li Jing?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Have you or someone else you know had to deal with this?  
How did they do it? Did they have support?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

WHEN?

Do you deal with the issue in the meeting or privately with Chris later?

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

WHAT MIGHT AN INCLUSIVE LEADER DO?

Describe the actions in detail.

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________



Situation 2

A team of lawyers is organizing an entertainment event for an important client of the 
law firm. The head of the team, Bill, has decided that this year the event will be a  
basketball game at the firm’s box in the Scotiabank Arena. Bill asks Deborah, a  
member of the team, for suggestions on whom to invite from the firm. Deborah  
recalls that Jennifer has done some work recently for the client and recommends her. 
Bill replies, “Jen is great, but I know she tries to get home for dinner with her family 
as much as possible.  I doubt that she will be interested because it’s going to go 
late. Also, Deb you’re one of the guys when it comes to sports, but Jen may feel less  
comfortable.” 

WHAT?

CAN YOU SPOT the GBS? Name the types?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

If you are stuck or need assistance, see the list of common gender biases at pages 
29-34 in the chapter “Expose” of the Book or search these key words in the eBook 
version.

HOW?

WHICH techniques might be best here? (see pages 36 - 41 of the chapter “Expose” 
for bias busting techniques).
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________



What might you say or do if you are Deborah? Jen?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Have you or any one you know been in this type of situation? How did they handle it? 
Did they get support?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

WHEN?

Do you deal with the issue in the discussion with Bill or raise it later? 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

WHAT MIGHT AN INCLUSIVE LEADER DO?

Describe the actions in detail.
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________



Your Personal Observations/Insights
What TAKE-AWAYS can I use from these case studies? HOW AND WHERE might I use 
this information in the next two weeks?

Who can I DISCUSS AND SHARE this information with? Mentor, colleague, sponsor?  
List them.

When have I HELPED A COLLEAGUE faced with bias or unfair treatment? 

How can I begin TO BE AN INCLUSIVE LEADER in my workplace? Be detailed. 

What is my COMMITMENT OR GOAL/PLAN to become an inclusive leader and 
change maker? 



CAREER PLANNING IS A PROCESS 
THAT IS ONGOING AND ENSURES 
YOU ARE AN ACTIVE CREATOR OF 

YOUR WORK LIFE AND CAREER 
PATH.

WE WISH YOU ALL THE BEST IN 

YOUR CAREER ENDEAVOURS! 
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